
What is Writing?

Writing is a process of communication which 
uses a conventional graphic system to 
convey a message to a reader.

From Erika Lindemann, A Rhetoric for Writing Teachers
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What is Writing?

Writing is (1) a process of communication 
(2) which uses a conventional graphic 
system (3) to convey a message (4) to a 
reader.
The three underlined elements are present in 
any rhetorical context.

The statement “Who says what to whom,” 
which characterizes written and spoken 
messages, adds a fourth element -- the 
speaker or writer.



The Communications Triangle
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 writer-centered messages are expressive
        (may sometimes use first person)

 subject-centered messages are analytic or informative
        (always use third person)

 reader-centered messages are persuasive or instructive
        (often use second person)



The Communications Triangle

readerwriter
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 Who is my audience? (writer-reader)

 What do I know about my subject? (writer-subject)

 What does my audience need to know about the subject? 
(reader-subject)



The Rhetorical Situation
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The writer identifies the exigence, the reason or problem that impels the person to write. 
The writer prepares a message with the purpose of resolving the exigence, gauging the 
message in terms of the intended audience, who reads the message within a specific 
context, the constraints and resources surrounding the rhetorical situation. The context 
includes other things written on the subject; when, where, and through what medium the 
message is delivered; the writer’s relationship with the audience; the writer’s credibility; 
and the appropriateness of the message.

From Cheryl Glenn and Loretta Gray, The Writer’s Harbrace Handbook.



Roman Jakobson’s Communications Diagram

receiver/addressesender/addresser

message

context

 sender/addresser = writer

 receiver/addressee = reader or audience

 context = the reality in which message is written and read

 message = what is said about the subject - thesis

 contact = physical method of message delivery

 code = language of the message including grammar, punctuation, 
and mechanical conventions. All codes are systematic and arbitrary.

contact

code



Modes and Aims of Discourse

 Traditional Modes of Discourse      James Kinneavy’s Aims
	 	 Narration	    Expressive Aim	
	 	 Description	 Literary Aim
	 	 Exposition	    Referential Aim
	 	 Argumentation	    Persuasive Aim

	 	 	Rhetorical Methods of Development	
	 	 Narration	 	 Comparison	
	 	 Description	 	 Classification
	 	 Process	 	 Definition
	 	 Causality	 	


